musicologists active from 1933 until 1945 continued professional activities during the era of denazification.9 Much of the literature on Germany's Triimmerzeit (the chaotic time during which most cities lay in ruins) stresses a hunger for culture during the months following Germany's surrender, a hunger that (one often reads) was felt more acutely than the need for coal, food, and water.1' In an eyewitness account of mid-1945 Berlin, for example, Erich Hartmann, double bassist for the Berlin Philharmonic from 1943 until 1985, remembered that "one of the miracles of this period was that, despite all of the unfortunate circumstances in the bombed-out cities, attempts were made to continue cultivating culture even while most concert halls, theaters, and cinemas were destroyed." Hartmann added, "One didn't think of making money, rather that life should just go on. "" The final months of the war had been catastrophic for Germany's cultural infrastructure: by 1945, nearly sixty opera houses had been destroyed.12 But by the beginning of 1946, Berlin alone boasted nearly two hundred stages and halls used for performances.13 To be sure, budding cultural initiatives soon reestablished a lively new music community throughout Germany. Many of these initiatives resulted directly from the Allies' commitment to rebuilding Germany's cultural infrastructure. As part of "reeducation" in the American zone-Bavaria, Greater Hesse, Baden-Wiirttemberg, the city of Bremen in the north, and a sector of West Berlin-American newspapers, radio broadcasting stations, America Houses, and the Theater and Music Branch all disseminated an ideology of democracy while reviving German culture. The network of information centers known as America Houses, present in most larger cities by the early fifties, were an important part of reeducation. America convinced that the manner and purposes of the reconstruction of the national German culture have a vital significance for the future of Germany. It is, therefore, of the highest importance that you make every effort to secure maximum coordination between the occupying powers of cultural objectives designed to serve the cause of peace. You will encourage German initiative and responsible participation in this work of cultural reconstruction and you will expedite the establishment of these international cultural relations which will overcome the spiritual isolation imposed by National Socialism on Germany and further the assimilation of the German people into the world community of nations. The Germans will listen to, but not accept, any suggestions as long as they are not convinced that they are coming from a Kulturvolk. And we are not entirely accepted today in Germany as a Kulturvolk. This we must fight for.... The Europeans believe in the cultural elite, the artistic elite. We must show that we too are of the elite. But here in this country many don't realize that art is more important than baseball.56
During the occupation and after, many West German newspapers printed articles on American music. An article in the Bremer Nachrichten chided its readers: "There is hardly an educated European who hasn't yet read an American book, but there are many who know nothing about musical life in America."57 Another writer explained that thanks to "the great European legacy powerfully spreading its roots in the fertile soil of the New World," Americans were finally becoming a "music-friendly people," no longer just a country obsessed with technical progress. The view of America as lacking tradition continued in part because of returning German emigrant composers and musicologists who spoke on American musical life after the war. During the first ten years of the summer courses, Ferienkurse participants enjoyed no fewer than eight lectures on American music (see Table 1 Though a wide variety of contemporary American music was performed during the first ten years of the IFNM (see Table 2 time, within the contemporary music subculture, avant-garde music from the United States offered an ideological and compositional alternative for European composers dissatisfied with serialism: perhaps "traditionlessness" could, after all, prove liberating. During the postwar era, American reconstruction of German cultural institutions set up a patronage system that soon provided valuable German sponsorship of American composers. At the outset, Americans were paying the bill. But by the time the occupation withdrew, some West Germans had developed a taste for a previously unknown part of American culture and began to question the belief that America was a country from which Germans could learn nothing. Since this period of intense negotiation between cultural allies, Germany's view of American music has been filtered through a lens that measures American music's proximity to-or distance from-experimentalism. And those American composers closest to the radical sound world introduced in Darmstadt during the fifties still enjoy both historical and practical pride of place within German new music circles. Reflections on the experimental can provide the distressing satisfaction that the subject at hand is already antiquated in statu nascendi. A pioneer in American aviation once remarked that even the newest types of airplanes are already antiquated by the time their designs are photoprinted, and that the only ray of hope in this dilemma lies in the certainty that the same is also true for the competition.
A purely journalistic definition of the experimental, [for instance] as a sensation without precedent, [as] that "which has not yet been there," would not be useful for our purposes. We also must consider attempts that have achieved and maintained, or will achieve, lasting validity.
The quite inorganic break in the development of quarter-tone music and other divisions of the octave cannot be convincingly justified with practical obstacles alone. [As it] became so significant above all in the work of Bart6k, it lay, after all, within an evident tendency to form scales synthetically. Yet, already in classical music we can recognize the urge to split half tones-in Mozart's parallel chromaticism, in passing tones, cross-relationships, leading tones, else [often] required by the rhythm. And Schoenberg's democratized sound world, which long ago left behind the realm of the experimental as such, promised eighteen-and twenty-four-note tone rows as an arithmetical consequence as well. Anyone who recalls the complicated and costly attempts during the early postwar period to build pianos, organs, and wind instruments that could reproduce quarter-tone music certainly understands why such drastic reorganization had to wait for the fairy-tale prince of electronics for their realization. In the meantime, musical Esperanto has evolved from the half-tone alphabet. This international language has not determined its own obligatory rules of grammar, syntax, and polyphony. It would contradict its essence as "liberator from the shackles of tonality" (Schoenberg's words during his last public lecture at the University of Los Angeles Once the powder of their one-time sensation had been shot, they fell back into stylistically moderate, navigable waters at half speed. The "desire-tobe-different-at-any-price," as it were, a jus primae noctis of originality, had become a goal in itself and was supplanted by a newly awakened longing for tradition.
One of the "bad boys of music"-this was the title of his autobiography-was George Antheil, whose Ballet mecanique became a succes de scandale.99 In the words of Thomas Mann, back then in Paris the way to success was through notoriety. His ballet, premiered in 1926, had an orchestra scoring for ten pianos, mechanical piano, xylophone, anvils, electrical bells, automobile horns, and an airplane motor (for pianissimo effects). Shortly before, the Frankfurt Opera had performed the world premiere of Antheil's opera Transatlantique.o00
The undiminished attraction that percussion instruments still exercise over composers today is supported by constant technical improvements of the individual instruments. In New York, a permanent percussion ensemble was founded which commissions compositions, and Louisville recently premiered the opera The Transposed Heads, during which, in the words of the composer Peggy Glanville-Hicks, "the percussion section takes the place of the first violins." Certainly many of these novelties can be traced back to jazz music, while others developed in radio and film [popular Insofar as technical means of proof in art can be decisive, experimental music certainly has developed logically and consistently. A desensualization of sound, a sound asceticism of the mechanical means of expression, rebels against the need for frivolity of past decades. The moment in Ravel's Bolkro when the overtones run like a ribbon parallel to the spectrum of the melody always seemed to me like a refined symbol of the strongest physical desire in music. Since then, it has become the concern of many composers to represent only the essentials of the sound, its skeleton, so to speak. But depending on individual talent, here too, an obedient means to an end can also degenerate into an end in itself. raphy, sound is projected through several loudspeakers distributed throughout the hall. Through movement of a control mechanism, the illusion can be evoked that the origin of the sound source was able to change its location and thus to speak to the ear from many different directions successively or simultaneously. Again, it was the film industry that, in connection with cinemascope, cinerama, and 3-D, pioneered stereophonic sound reproduction.
How the mobility of the location simulates this spatial mode of projection opens wide perspectives of sound perception. We know the surprising effect that occurs when two vehicles [automobiles] pass each other going in opposite directions and when one of them sounds its horn or bells'06 (as with American ice cream trucks). By merely driving by, one can vary and modulate a diatonic phrase in a rather interesting way. It would be a bold step further if one could continue such research with a jet plane into the supersonic realm. The Greek dictum panta rhei-everything is in motion-would receive an up-to-date meaning, and many a static moment in music would be overcome. John Cage's intention was also to enhance the sonic diversity of the piano by placing mutelike objects made of various materials on the strings. By doing so he influenced not only the timbre, but also the pitch of a respective group of strings. His train of thought seems to be consistent to me, and convincing in its manner of evolution. Ever since the traditional art of piano building degenerated into mass production, the playing and technique of the instrument has changed. On many pianos, ertaiin some attacks and legato effects are not [barely] still possible. The logical conclusion is that the piano is also good for organized percussive effects of indeterminate pitch.
Musical Example: John Cage Pa.[?]107
Through this, the piano affiliates itself with the marimba family and the Hungarian cymbalom. As stated in the [conference] reports, musique concrete searches for new "musically useful" sounds. The criteria of usefulness is a question of taste and subject to change over time. But it is also an ethical question. Up until now, some sound effects and sound colors considered slightly off-color108 were denied entrance to concert halls; among them, from the area of jazz music, several eccentric mutes, cup mute, harmon mute, "wa wa," etc., certain percussion combinations, temple blocks, flexatone, and the so-called slap tongue, the slow vibrato and glissando techniques of the clarinet family, the slap bass, and many others.
A [But] The artist must not let himself be appointed to the role of court jester or confirencier by a society that neither needs nor trusts him. The battle for dignity and the reputation of his profession must remain both a personal and a collective concern. To this end, no experiment would be too daring. 108. "nicht ganz salonfaihig."
